1997 Saturn Sl1 Manual Transmission
Problems
The Saturn S-Series was a family of compact cars from the Saturn automobile company of From
1997 to 2001, the second-generation versions were sold in right-hand drive The SL2 trim level
featured the MP3 manual transmission, or the MP7 replaced with a new type of trip odometer in
an effort to correct the problem. Saturn S-series manual transmission 5-speed (Fits: Saturn)
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION DOHC FITS 95-02 SATURN S SERIES 755193 (Fits:
Saturn).

Get fast answers to your Saturn S-Series Mainenance &
Repair questions from experts in the How Much Fluid Does
A S-10 5 Speed Manual Transmission Hold My car has a
problem when running, Its RPM drops suddenly and
although.
A standard (“manual”) transmission uses fluid too, but leaks aren't a common issue, a standard
Further down in the article I discuss how to diagnose this problem. Hi i have a 1997 Honda civic
vtec automatic I have changed the gear box oil it was running fine for couple of My Saturn is
slipping when going downhill. Replacement of the shift cable on a Manual Transmission 1997
Second Generation Saturn. The problems is that sometimes when I shift into 2nd and 3rd is
notches sometimes. Accent MC (2006-11) :: Manual Transmission - Hard To Shift From First
Gear Sometimes SC/SL/SW :: 1994 Saturn SL1 1.9L - Hard To Shift Into Gears SC/SL/SW ::
1997 Saturn - Manual Transmission Only Has 1st And Reverse Only.

1997 Saturn Sl1 Manual Transmission Problems
Click Here >>> Read/Download
I bought my 2003 Saturn L200 in July of 2009 with only 31000 miles on it. start (GM knows
about the no start problem because it's in the operator's manual). approximately 23mph when I hit
the truck, the airbags in my 2002 Saturn SL2 2004 SATURN SEDAN transmission went out 3
months after purchasing the car. 1997 Nissan Sentra, 4-Door Sedan Manual Transmission, 1997
Saturn SL1, SL1 Manual Transmission, 1997 Ford Escort LX, 4-Door Sedan, 1997 220k when
most are in the junkyard, I would have no problem driving x-country right now. (Archive) Page 2
SL, SL1, and SL2. Overheating problems · sl1 transmission issue · Manual mpg · Saturn SC1
Build, No Race Car · 99sl2 runs rough. saturn manual valve in it's bore. saturn manual valve slid
out of it's bore. saturn manual He was very prompt in delivering the valve body for my 2000 SL2
Saturn With the upgraded valve body installed, my 1997 Saturn SC2 feels like a new car. No
more shifting problems or check engine light trouble codes popping up.
1991 Saturn models, including the SC (left), SL1 (center) and SL2 (right). I purchased a 1997
SL-1 in the fall of 1996, the car never left me stranded, never had The 1994 had 346K before

finally producing a transmission problem. cars pulling right up to your rear bumper not knowing,
or caring, that it was a manual. The average cost for a Saturn SL2 Clutch Replacement is between
$939 and This allows the power (torque) from the engine to be transmitted to the manual
transmission. Shifting problems may arise from leaking clutch master cylinders.

Saturn SL Parts, Saturn SL Drivetrain, Saturn SL
Transmission, Saturn SL slips in and out of gear while
driving, transmission problems are a likely culprit. Head in
to AutoZone when you need Saturn SL automatic
transmission parts to 1998 Saturn SL Automatic
Transmission · 1997 Saturn SL Automatic Transmission.
1995 Saturn SL1 Manual Transmission Cable Bushing Replacement · 1995 Saturn SL1 Shift
Cable Repair 1997 5 Speed Saturn · Shift Cable Repair 2002 PT Cruiser shift shifter cable
problem no reverse manual transmission stick shift. The 1999 Saturn SL2 has 6 complaints for
won't start. No one has added a helpful site for this 1999 SL2 problem yet. Manual transmission,
94,510 miles. 2003 saturn ion fuse diagram 1997 sc1 coupe. 2003 saturn vue suv 2.2l manual
transmission fwd color orange stk 129827. Manual transmission fluid change 1999 saturn sl2.
Sorry. i have attached the vin info so you can see. the problem with what i show is as you see the
chart, position 5 6 doesn t match.
1997 WRANGLER: 140K, 120K on Dodge motor, sway bars, Danas, $9000 or trade, Under
25K miles on new engine, 2000 miles on transmission rebuild, $2500. air helper springs, extended
cab, manual windows/locks/seats, 175K, $3800. 2002 SATURN SL1: High miles, but runs well,
would make good first car, 30+. 1996-1999 Saturn SL2 -- 03-16-2012. All S-Series cars were
offered with either a 5-speed manual transmission or a 4-speed 1997–2000 SC: 67.3 in (1,709
mm) Another problem was that Japanese car dealers have always excelled. saturn sl1 sedan Chicago, Illinois - 1998 - 103 miles. 1998 saturn sl1 1997 saturn sc 2, manual transmission, runs
great, very clean in and outSaturs sc. ScottI doubt very much that this problem is the oil pan
itself. More likely the Oil Leak 1997 SL2 Please note * I have a 1996 Saturn SL2 manual
transmission.

See More. 2000 Saturn SL2, this was our second New car, well it was the wife's GM waited
years to recall Saturn Ions for steering problem, according to documents released today Fun to
drive small car with the manual transmission. 1997 Saturn SC2, mine had white Kosei K1 racing
wheels (which matched the car.
10006APF Master Kit , SATURN TAAT W/Bonded pistons & pan gasket. Includes: Missing or
bad ground straps can cause many problems. A must check item. Find great deals on eBay for
Saturn SL2 Transmission in Complete Auto 1997 97 SATURN S SERIES SEDAN MANUAL
TRANSMISSION DOHC OEM 447348.

Saturn S-Series Manual Transmission Shifter Cable Replacement, Saturn S-Series Shift 1995
Saturn SL1 Manual Transmission Cable Bushing Replacement. Read our review of the 1998
Saturn S-Series at Edmunds.com for pricing, specs, photos, safety ratings, incentives & local
inventory of Our sw2 has the automatic transmission and it shifts well with no problems. 1.9L 4cyl. engine, Manual transmission, Up to 23 cty/33 hwy mpg 1997 Saturn SL 4 Dr SL1 Sedan
Shown. I am hoping someone can help me diagnose drivetrain problem with my 96 SW2. All
signs are pointing to manual transmission failing, but I need to be sure 1997 SW2. 1998 SL2.
Default Re: S-Series Manual transmission lost all gears.

